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Kilovolt Evils, Bolt Weevils and Montana Power Towers
by Terry Messman
he reduction in beauty of
a landscape caused by the
Cass Chinske, director of Friends
presence of a transmission of the Rattlesnake, said in a recent
line can be observed, but
interview that the power lines will
the inpact of that reduc
cross a comer of the proposed Rattle
tion can only be felt. For seme, a re
snake wilderness-recreation area and
duction in the beauty of a significant
cut right through winter range for
landscape would constitute a significant
deer and elk in the north hills. He
reduction in the quality of life." —
said the lines would bisect planned
Draft Environmental Inpact Statement
residential developments in the
on Oolstrip Units 3 and 4.
Grant Creek area and would also tres
The Rattlesnake may have met its
pass on a prime proposed Rattlesnake
match — a longer, more ravenous snake
residential area.
threatens to slither across the state
Chinske warned that the trans
and bite into part of the Rattlesnake
mission lines would disrupt wildlife
drainage north of Missoula.
habitat and create visual blight in
If the Montana Power Co. and the
scenic areas. But the heal th hazards
other corporate investors in Colstrip
of high-voltage lines pose a far more
Units 3 and 4 have their way, a 300serious threat, he said’, and will
feet-wide power-line corridor will
probably spur more people to oppose
soon be hissing and seething with 1,000
the lines than will the aesthetic
kilovolts of electricity snaking across
damage.
the state from the Colstrip generating
Electromagnetic energy constant
plants.
ly leaks out of high-voltage lined'. .
Hunan bodies may also soon be
This leakage not only wastes energy,
writhing and seething with this energy.
but American and Russian researrhersWhen a flourescent bulb is held within
have linked these energy auras to
100 feet of high-voltage power lines,
biological stress and damage*
* in nearly
it is lit up eerily by the invisible
every organism studied.
surge of electromagnetic radiation that
Pcwer-line hearings conducted by
surrounds the lines. Several recent
New York's Public Service Commission
scientific studies indicate that this
linked this electromagnetic radiation
energy "aura" can also surge through
with stress, changes in blood chemistry,
human tissues and make than fluoresce
stunted growth, disorders of the central
snd glow with high blood pressure,
nervous system, unstable pulse rates,
mental disorders, stress, cardio
and increased anxiety in a wide variety
vascular problems and even cancer.
of animals.
Hie twin 500—kilovolt transmission
The use of power-line corridors
lines.will snake across Montana from
has been severely restricted in Russia
Colstrip in the east to Hot Springs
after a long-term study was conducted
or Plains in the west, leaving a de
on 250 men working at 500-kv sub
nuded, 430-mile—long scar across agri
stations. Hie study concluded that
cultural and grazing land, forests,
long-time work at the substations
and wildlife habitat. Hie ugly scar
"shattered the dynamic state of the
3
will be stitched together with 175central nervous system and heart and
feet-tall transmission towers, four
blood-vessel system. Young men com
or five towers per mile
plained of reduced sexual potency."
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The homes of Denver children who
got cancer and leukemia were located
"unduly often" near high-voltage lines,
according to a study in the "American
Journal of Epidemiology". Nancy
Wertheimer of the University of Colo
rado Medical Center reported that
leukemias and nervous-system tumors
occurred at twice the expected rates
in children living near power lines
and substations. Wertheimer speculated
that the magnetic fields induced by
the currents might directly cause
cancer.

Power-line hearings conducted by New

York’s Public Service Commission linked
this electromagnetic radiation with stress,

changes in blood chemistry, stunted growth,

disorders of the central nervous system,
—
%
unstable pulse rates, and increased an
xiety in a wide variety of animals.
Biophysicist Andrew Marino and
Orthopedics Director Robert Becker of
the Veteran’s Administration Hnap-itel
in Syracuse, N.Y. reported "ominous"
biological inpacts in a wide diversity
of experiments and concluded: "Every
biological effect induced in people by
high-voltage lines is potentially
hazardous and should be avoided."
They charged the companies building
high-voltage lines with conducting an
unethical, "enormous, utility-operated,
involuntary human experimentation
program.”
"There’s no question that people
are justified in trying to step these
lines," Marino said. "The danger has
been established beyond all reasonable
doubt. If at all possible, people
should not be exposed to .the field
created by these lines."
Farmers in New York and Minnesota
have taken Marino at his word. In
1977, more than 1,000 landowners and
environmentalists in New York rallied,
against a 765-kv line and 50 citizens
were arrested for blocking access to
construction sites.
Minnesota farmers were forced by
the courts to sell right-of-ways over
their land for an 800-kv line. They
reacted fay using wrenches to topple
the 150-foot transmission towers,
earning themselves the title "bolt
weevils." In the last two years, 200
farmers have been arrested, eight
power towers knocked over, and thou
sands of glass insulators broken.
Environmental activist Harvey
Wasserman quoted Gloria Woida, a
Minnesota dairy farmer and a bolt
weevil activist, as saying that she
GXPects that the power line will never

Off The Wall

EDITORIAL

Waste Apartheid 8c Waste South Africa
by Terry Messman
How much radioactive bad news can
be transmitted before the news media
reach critical mass and melt down our
minds?
In a single week we were bombed
with the news that South Africa may
have exploded a nuclear bomb, then
nuked with the news that the operators
of the crippled Three Mile Island plant
were fined a record amount for disas
trous negligence.
Next, we were wasted by the news
that two of the nation's three nuclear
waste dumps have been closed because
of dangerous safety violations, and
finally we were melted down by the news
that "total confusion" in the watchdog
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
"hundreds of deficiencies" in the nu
clear industry make another atomic
accident "eventually inevitable."
It's enough to make you glow in
the dark — or at least emit a radio
active isotope or two in pure outrage.
yOna possible solution to all these
problems emerges: nuke South Africa.'
Since South Africa enjoys radioactivity
so much, why not export all our nuclear
wastes and the damaged Three Mile Is
land reactor to South Africa as a final
solution to their- racial problems?
Simply ship all the deadly wastes to
them by jet, drop them from a few miles
in the air and blow the whole racist
regime sky-high.
Split atoms could end their split
system of racial segregation.
Many of the survivors of the Hiro
shima blast had their skins blackened
by the radiation. A similar irradia
tion of South Africa would end the
apartheid system by blackening the
skins of the white population; and
force them, in the most personal way
possible, to learn tolerance for blacks.
Dropping the wastes on South
Africa- is our last, best hope. Racism
and radioactivity were made for each
other. One white-hot burst of light
could turn the white population into
black photographic negatives of them
selves and give the masters a taste
of life in the ghettoes.
Admittedly, that's a pretty vile
brand of black humor, but taking the
news seriously is bleaker still.
Though South Africa has denied
detonating a nuclear barb, spokesmen
for thie United States and Russia have
blamed the latest blast on the apart
heid system. Last year, satellites
from both Russia and the United States
independently picked up signs of
nu
clear arms production in South Africa.
What South Africa can never deny is
that it has repeatedly refused to sign
the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty,

has an advanced "peaceful" nuclear
program and is a major uranium producer.
South Africa is being forced to
watch passively as Rhodesia, its only
ally in racism, has an integrated
government forced on it by the British.
South Africa is tougher than Rhodesia
and if they're driven into a corner by
world- wide opposition, who can predict
whether its brutal leaders will use
tactical nukes against the black guer
rillas in neighboring states they've
been fighting for years.
The Nevada and Washington nuclear
dumps were shut down only after ship
ments of leaking radioactive wastes
were repeatedly discovered. News re*
ports say that the closures mean some
nuclear reactors may be drowning in a
sea of radioactive wastes within weeks.

No state seems to want the deadly, stuff,
but the federal government' may cram
the wastes down the throats of unwilling
states anyway. The feds are currently
suggesting, that states store wastes for
up to two years in poorly regulated
sites built on the spur of the moment.
Last week the Dresden nuclear
plant in Illinois had two seperate
accidents in only two hours. Illinois
Gov. James Thonpson warned that Illinois
could have a crisis within a few weeks
and be forced to shut down a plant un
less the government finds more storage
space. Cheer up governor. With two
accidents in two hours as a precedent,
maybe all the radioactivity will leak
into the environment so there will be
no wastes left to store.
The president's commission on the
Three Mile Island accident found that
the utility which operated the plant
"didn't have sufficient knowledge,
expertise: ar personnel to run the plant
properly" and that emergency response

to the accident was "dominated by an
atmosphere of almost total confusion."
Much of the atmosphere was also
dominated by radioactive emissions.
The canmission found that hundreds
of errors and deficiencies are so wide
spread in the entire: nuclear industry
that another heart-stopping accident
is almost assured. Cdnmission member
Carolyn Lewis said, "I have this ter
rible feeling that somewhere out there
is another accident waiting to happen."

It's already happened once and
was worse than any official was willing
to admit. After months of cover-ups
by Metropolitan Edison, operators of
the TMI plant, the NBC found that a
staggering 90 percent of the metal
cladding around the fuel rods failed.
That failure drove up the core tem
perature to 5,200 degrees Fahrenheit,
the melting point of uranium. Some
of the fuel became liquid and up to
a few tons of uranium may have melted.
The credibility of every operator
of every nuclear plant in the country
melted away along with the TMI tore
meltdown.
Our nuclear nightmare threatens
to reach critical mass and plunge the
world into’ an uncontrollable chain
reaction which can't be stopped before
reaching the point of no return. *
We han't control nuclear'ftiel When
it begins to melt down. We can'toontrol negligent corporations, we can't
control the proliferation of nations
with nuclear weapons, we can't control
the rapid proliferation of radioactive
wastes.
We can't control the proliferation
of cancer cells irradiated by'nuclear
wastes and weapons. Ranpant cancer pells
are the' final product and perfect
mirror image of ranpant nuclear devel
opment and ranpaging radioactive emis
sions;
Above,all, we can't control the
plutonium‘'end-products of the nuclear
fuel cycle. Padioactive fallout drifts
all over the planet before it finally
disperses. Radioactive wastes drift
forward in time and emit deadly radia
tion for hundreds of thousands of years
as a genetic peril to all future gen
erations.
Unhappily, the environment can't
control or detoxify plutonium either.
Plutonium is a man-made substance that
should never have been allowed to
accumulate on the planet. Our best
and brightest technologists created
this man-made Frankenstein monster
and unleashed it on us all. The,
monster may end by destroying its
roaster. Bury it for good in the grave
yard of dead (and deadly) ideas before
it buries us all.
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Uranium Boom or Water Quality-Bust
by Terry Messman

xtensive drilling for uranium
reserves threatens to turn
some of Montana's precious
aquifers into leaking sieves.
The drill holes could puncture
ground-water supplies and let water
drain out or let toxic chemicals and
radioactive materials drain in and con
taminate pure water.
Uranium oonpanies are free to
explore in a vacuum because state
regulations haven't caught up with
the frantic pace of exploratory
drilling. It's bad enough that our
coal reserves are turning Montana
into the nation's furnace. Now uranium
reserves threaten to turn Montana into
an irradiated hot spot.
More than 140,000 acres of state
land have been leased by corporations
drilling for uranium. The state lands
may be only the tip of the iceberg
(or the tip of the nuclear fuel rod,
in this case) because the acreage
leased from the federal government

and private landowners isn't documented.
At least 16 corporations are drilling
more than 15,000 exploratory holes in
Montana, according to the Department
of State Lands.
While roost of the drilling is
occuring in southeastern Montana, Ed
Mi 11 Ar, of the Department of Natural
Resources and Conservation, said dril
ling is also taking place in the Mis
soula and Bitterroot valleys, east of
Glacier National Park, near Hauser
Lake by Helena, in the Lake Basin re
gion near Bozeman, and in Cascade and
Deer lodge counties.
Bringing it all back home, uranium
drilling has occurred right next to
nnclpar-freA Missoula. A spokesman
for the U.S. Geological Survey said
the Bendix Corp., under a Department
of Energy contract, has drilled seven
holes in the Missoula and Bitterroot
valleys. The spokesman said there
was no way of knowing if Bendix made
any uranium discoveries because the
corporation has not yet released its
findings to the public.

Robert Fields, chairman of the
UM geology department, confirmed that
an exploratory hole was drilled in the
Missoula Valley about three miles east
of the airport near Butler Creek.
Fields said another hole was drilled
northwest of Frenchtown near Houle
Creek and five holes were drilled in
the Bitterroot Valley north of Hamilton.
Hie county initiative that made
Missoula County a nuclear-free zone
explicitly banned uranium mining.
Uranium drilling has already
pockmarked about 20 of Montana's 56
counties. Miller said in a recent
interview, "The industries are coming
in here whole hog now. If it isn't a
bonanza, it's close to it. They are
good, rich mines and they're all over
the state. Near Hauser Lake by Helena
they're already drilling holes to
confirm findings, not just to explore."
Miller feels this rampant explora
tion has caught Montana unprepared.
He said that state agencies "stand
waiting for new technologies to impinge
on us and I think that's wrong. I feel
there's nothing in state rules and
regulations that would protect us from
the evils of uranium mining."
He said there is a "large gap"
in state laws between the time companies.
explore and the time the actual hazards
of operations became manifest. "You
wonder where exploration ends and
operations becrin." he said*
Oonpanies are drilling holes only
100 feet apart in southeastern Montana,
Miller said. "Those small intervals
make you very nervous," he said, "be
cause the oonpanies need holes that
close together for actual operations.
If technology is to progress, it should
be done properly and not haphazardly."

Miller pointed out a supreme irony
in Montana regulations on the nuclear
fuel cycle. He said initiative 80,
which placed severe restrictions on
nuclear power plants, prevents Montana
from receiving any nuclear energy, but
Montana is still wide open to contam
ination from uranitm mining. "And
that's what people were mad as hell
about and that's why they passed Initia
tive 80!" he said.
Uranium mining poses the ever
present threat of contamination of
ground water with radioactive material a
and heavy metals or with chemicals such
as ammonia punped into sandstone aquifers
to leach out the uranium. The process
is called in situ solution mining.
"We must have a higher use for
water than for it to contaminate us
with Radium 226 and the chemical a
pumped in," Miller said.
Such a leakage of the mining
solution is called an excursion. Miller
said excursions have occurred from in
situ mines near Buffalo, Wyoming, in
the "same kind of country and with the
same ore bodies in the same underground
formations as we have in Montana."
"Since the chemical solution is
constantly releasing radioactive mat
erials, it can contaminate groundwater
during a excursion,"he said. "In Wyo
ming they had problems with sick cattle
and wells that went dry. The area near
Alzada lives on ranching. Who wants
radioactive contamination there?"
Alzada is a small, southeastern
town in Custer County. In an excellent
article in the August, 1979, "Down To
Earth" magazine, Jim Robbins called
Custer the "undisputed pincushion
county of Montana," with more than
2,000 test wells drilled.
Amoco has proposed an in situ
uranium test plant in Carter County.
The pilot plant would actually be a
small-scale mine and, according to
Miller, "It's more in the area of
actual operations than exploration.
We're unhappy about it. What will
they do with the uranium? How are they
going to transport it?"
Although is situ mining seems to
be cleaner and safer than open-pit
mining, Miller said that nobody is
asking the right questions about this
"mostly untested technology which is
only about five years did."
A recent AP news story quoted a
Wyoming rancher's problems with this
new technology. "Springs that have
existed for years have dried up," he
said. "Some of this has occurred
pretty close to some of the ejq>Loratory uranium drilling. The numerous
exploratory holes are, in most cases,
not being plugged according .to .the
state statutes." The rancher said
artesian wells have stopped flowing
and that water quality has been dam
aged.

(Continued on Page 14)
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Alternatives to Apartheid

by Don Smith
What's the word? Johannesburg!
Have you heard, what's
Happening in Johannesburg?
—Gil Scott Heron

eron, canposer and singer of
the song "Johannesburg", has
heard the caning voice of
change that will inevitably
lead to new social relations
for both blacks and whites in South
Africa. On June 16, 1976, in the
South-West Township (Soweto) outside
Johannesburg, after months of up
heaval, 700 blacks were killed by the
South African police. Today, only hope
can convince us of the possibilities
for peaceful and non-violent change
in South Africa.
Multinational corporations find
South Africa to have a stable and
profitable investment climate due to
the cheap supply of black labor and a
strong military force. Though corp
orate investment in apartheid still
prevails and produces a life of poverty
for black South Africans, UM students
and Missoula citizens can provide means
to help alter the current tragedy.
The process of organizing around
South Africa is an educational exper
ience, both for those involved in the
divestiture movement and also in the
public they educate. Here is where
concrete changes in our lives do posi
tively affect those on the African
continent. UM Foundation funds in
vested in multinational corporations
with South African ties can be divested
and channeled into socially responsible
areas of investment.
The South African apartheid sys
tem of racial division, virtually
synonymous with class division, is
continually reinforced by U.S. corpo
rate investment of needed capital and
technological know-how. Foreign in
vestors beef up the South African
military and police with IBM ocnputer
technology, General Motors supplies
both police and army vehicles while
Texaco, Mobil and Exxon provide the
needed fuel. UM has invested money in
these five multinational corporations
as it has in six others located in
South Africa.

Bolt Weevils Page 2

David J. Spear photo
But how is this all to change? We
must first examine UM investment de
cision-making processes, and see the
connections with our social environment,
our means of livelihood and the use of
natural resources and human labor. We
may discover reasons for the decline
of family farms, small Montana busi
nesses and the current obstacles to
developing decentralized alternative
energy. All these are intimately in
volved with each other and with U.S.
government policies, and reflect them
selves in our daily activities and
habits.

UM Foundation investment priori
ties invariably ignore socially res
ponsible decisions, decisions con
cerned with the political and life
context of black South Africans. UM
Foundation board members have the
limited interests of bankers and hon
orary chairpersons of Boeing and of
Hoffman-LaRoche Inc., (both of course
are men, while only one of the 27
trustees is a wonan.) The Foundation
also includes one federal judge, law
yers, and presidents of Montana Power
Oo. and D.A. Davidson and Co. Their
concerns for environmental preserva
tion are apparently lacking—imperitives of capitalist growth conradict
their claims to be conservative.
Their lack of moral self-reflection
results in the failure to unite know
ledge and human values.
Today small businesses are held
to rigid standards when they apply
for credit, and cooperatives find it
virtually impossible to obtain de
velopment capital. While snail farms
and agricultural cooperatives are
virtually unable to obtain credit,
giant agri-businesses have ready ac
cess to credit for mechanization and
sophisticated irrigation to insure
their advantage over snail farmers.
Due to the undemocratic control
over investment capital, solar develop
ment is likely to fall into the hands
of utility monopolies.
The slow process of change re
sults from emotional experiences in
the daily lives of working people and
students. To organize around the
South African divestiture issue is
to inform the public; while directing
our energies to concrete changes in
present investment condition, we
also must raise public consciousness.
UM investments must become publicly
known so that they can be directed
away from the private interest of
the monopoly market and into socially
responsible enterprises which meet
the needs of Montanans.
We must call for inrrediate di
vestiture from multinationals in South
Africa, as an indication to these
corporations and U.S. government
officials of public (people) power
and awareness.

Continued---------

operate because it's impossible to
constantly defend a corridor hundreds
of miles long.
Isolated acts of sabo
tage anywhere along the power line
disable the best-laid plans of the
power carpanies.
Woida also predicted that the
Minnesota farmers will be energy selfsufficient in a few years.
"We want solar energy," she said
in the August 9, 1979, "Rolling Stone."
"We don't need those damn nuclear plants
or strip mining. We've got wind and

methane and we can grow our own grain
for alcohol. And I'll tear you some
thing—if the people decide that solar
energy is what they want, there's no
way the government is going to squash
it."
Wasserman wrote that the Minnesota
farmers have been jolted by heavy elec
tric shocks. The farmers told him they
fear high-voltage health hazards to
themselves and their livestock, and
are outraged because the power corridor
destroys cropland, splits their land
in half and disrupts plowing practices.
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icide Spraying Possible
t 5 o'clock Feb. 8, John Stark
went outside to measure the
Condon area weather for the
National Weather Service, as
he had every day since May
1959. He remembers the day, a Thursday,
because it had recently warmed. That
evening John recorded: maximum temper
ature, 27; minimum, 0. A few days
earlier he had recorded the coldest
terrperatures in his more than 20 years
as area weatherman; 43 degrees below
zero for 10 days straight.
After the cold stretch it snow
ed for a few days, leaving John 53
inches on the ground to count, the
deepest snow of that winter. But it
was the lightest snow he had ever seen.
* "It was like walking through foam,"
he said.
Cne and a half miles away, Sheri
Bardo was waiting for her husband,
Dick, to cane home from work at Rustic
Ir>g Homes of Lindbergh Lake.
If you
lived around Condon and didn't work
for the Forest Service or Rnriingtcn
Northern or for yourself, you worked
for Rustic. Sheri was three and a
half months pregnant and had been
having abdominal pains all day, "but
nothing serious," she said.
At about 5:30, Dick arrived at
their 12 by 14 feet canvas tent in
the woods, which was serving as
temporary quarters until their log
house and carpentry shop was finished,
sometime in the hazy future. Though
small and windowless, the tent was
not uncomfortable, and it stayed
warm. Living in a tent or teepee
or unfinished log house was not un
heard of around Condon. Assured
that Sheri was all right, Dick went
to his Saddle Club meeting after
dinner. He took his truck.
At about 6:30, Sheri found she
had begun to bleed. Her pains grew
no worse, but she was afraid some
thing might happen to her baby.

The bleeding continued, and even in
creased in the next hour, and she
knew she had to go for help. There
was no telephone to use.
She grabbed a flannel shirt and a
spare pair of jeans. She put on ter
blue down coat. Outside, she thought
to herself how warm it seemed. She
and her son Jody got in the old
Chevy four-wheel drive that was
borrowed from a friend and started
the half-mile drive to a neighbor's
place at the fork on Lindbergh Lake
Road. But the truck bogged down in
8-12 inches of soft snow on the
unplowed road and stopped. It was
hopelessly stuck. Sheri stayed
calm, was not scared, but continued
hemorrhaging.
Jody was not scared eit-ter,
but concerned in a way greater than
his eight years. For the most part
he had been raised in the country
and had a cool head. He ran most of
the way to Marty Cook's log house
and explained as best he could to ‘
the people there what had happened.
He thought his mother was dying.
It was sometime past 8 o'clock,
and at least a half an hour from the
time Jody left his mother, when Cook
and Jack Francis and another friend
were able to get their four-wheel
drive vehicle to where Sheri's had
failed. The weather was with them.
"If it was still cr’d like it was,"
Francis said later,
' might have
been worse for her."
The men took the weakened
woman to Cook's house where they
were met by Dick. Dick decided that
she should be moved again, to the
Diamond L Bar Ranch, a former hunting
lodge now owned by the Carlson fam
ily, in case a helicopter was needed
to get her out. One could land there.
cnee there, old Doc Bemner, a
retired physician who lived in the
area, soon arrived. After examining
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the woman, he gave her an injection
of Methergine, an oxytoxic drug which
contracts blood vessels in the uterus
and is commonly used in miscarriages,
hoping to slow the hemorrhaging. It
was then he told he told her that she
had probably lost her baby. With so
much blood loss and hemorrhaging, it
was a likely prognosis, but a more
thorough examination would be needed
to confirm it. Her life, not her
baby's, was the doctor's first con
cern.
She had to be taken to a hos
pital. The 65-mile drive to Kai ispell
Regional Hospital was to be the final
stage of a near-crisis. On any other
occasion this would have just been a
lovely trip through seme of Montana's
most beautiful mountainous country.
To Dick Bardo it was the life of his
30-year-old wife.
Montana Highway 209 travels up
the long and narrow Seeley-Swan Val
ley to Route 35 at Bigfork, on the
northern shore of Flathead Take.
From there Kalispell is only about
17 miles north. For most of such a
trip, the Mission Range to the west
stretches north nearly to the end
of Swan Lake. To the east lay the
Swan Range, which serves as the west
ern border of the Bob Marshall Wild
erness, and reaches up to the Flat
head River near Hungry Horse. From
the Canadian border to Seeley Tate, a
line-sight distance of approximately
125 miles, the three great Arpaq of
Glacier National Park, the Great
Bear and the Bob Marshall make up the
largest contiguous wilderness in the
lower 48 states, until spring they
would remain frozen and hostile.
Tonight Dick was just glad the road
was clear.
Sheri remembers the trip as
seeming to take a long time. Conver
sation, the status of her condition

Cause of Montana Miscarriages
and even her own thoughts she is "not
to clear about," she says. She be
lieves it was about 11 o’clock when
they arrived at the hospital, approx
imately four and a half hours from
the time her miscarriage began. The
white brilliance of the hospital sig
nalled seme kind of relief.
She staytwo days.
It took a long time for Sheri
to regain her strength, three to four
months.
She said she didn't think
much about about her miscarriage in
that time but was just "going through
the motions" of carrying on. Her
pregnancy, and the anticipation of
their first child together, was bringDick and her closer.
In retrospect
she thinks that if she had remained
quiet when she first began to bleed,
rather than moving as much as she did,
she might not have lost so much blood
and consequently weakened herself.
But if she hadn't tried to go for help,
perhaps she could have bled to death.
And if the temperature had still been
sub-zero, she could have died trying
to get out.
Sheri Bardo never considered
herself a candidate for a miscarriage.
Usually, no woman does. On their land,
which is within eyesight of Lindbergh
T.akef she raises much of the family's
food; rabbits and a pig for meat,
chickens for eggs, and milk frcm their
cow, Bess. They bring in drinking
water frcm Cooney Creek, "frcm right
off the mountain," she says. Produce
and staples are bought in Missoula.
Both she and her husband are
strong. Dick works full time at the
log home company, and does carpentry
work on the side. He works on their
own log house whenever he can. Sheri
takes care of her animals and works
at a guest ranch during tourist season.
Although the money struggle is a nag
ging reality for them, their environ
ment is clean and their lives are

simple.
Or were. Although it appears
Hat- rural life may have been her un
doing, Sheri says it's not that easily
explained. She says her's was the
fourth miscarriage in the area in six
weeks. Not necessarily a high number,
but suspicious considering the low
population of Condon (a turnout of a
little more than 100 in the last pres
idential election) and the fact that
the other women were also in their
fourth month of pregnancy.
Sheri suspects, as do the other
women, that their pregnancies bore
the curse intended for a weed. She
believes that she was contaminated
by the herbicide 2,4-D (2,4-dichloro
phenoxyacetic acid) sprayed on the
roadsides of Highway 209 in the simmer
of 1978. She is not of a mind to be
lieve that herbicides are harmless

"I'm just real suspicious about
things like that," she says.
"I've
been thinking about things like that
for a long time, and it's been much
in my mind,
it was one of those things
that, when it was brought up,you know,
somebody else said, 'yeah, I kind of
wondered, too.'"
So far there is no way to test
her assumption. Bill Otten, Missoula
County Weed Control Board member, said
recently that road crews frcm Missoula
County spray no farther than Seeley

Lake, 24 miles south of Condon. Bill
Hebert, chief of field maintenance in
Kalispell for the Montana Highway Dept. ,gaid Lake County road crews turn around
at the county line, four and a half
miles north of Condon. But people
around Condon say their roadsides
were indeed sprayed. They always
are sprayed.
The first, person the vomen
told their story to was Ralph Campbell,
a physician and Lake County health
officer, whose office is in Polson.

Survival of the Fittest

(Continued on Page 15)

I

by Kim Williams
n food and nutrition, Darwin's
Survival of the Fittest is as
alive today as it ever was.
i'Jho is going to survive with
body and soul intact? It
will be those people who use good
judgement as to what they put in their
stomach.
.
Of course, the environment has a
gmaat Hoal to do with health. We have
to keep our air, water, and soil as
healthy as possible. We also have to
fight to keep cur food as healthy as
possible. But in between the fighting
we can exercise judgement as to what
we put in the shopping bag and what we
put in our stomach.
Don't let people say to you,
"Well, everything causes cancer. You
can go crazy worrying about it."
That'S not true. Everything
does not cause cancer. But seme things
do. Some of these dangerous substances
axe in the air, the water, our sur
roundings. Some are in our food.
According to the director of the
National Cancer Institute, Dr. Arthur
Upton, certain diets can be linked to
higher cancer rates. This is the first
t-imo a director of the National Cancer
Institute has said that scientific
evidence proves that eating habits
contribute to cancer formation.
Dr. Upton makes certain recom
mendations for changes in the typical
Jttnerican diet. He was speaking of
lowering the risk of cancer, but his
recommendation are much the same as
those of former Health, Education and
• Welfare Secretary Joseph Califano when
he linked the typical American diet
to not only cancer but also to high
rates of tooth decay, high blood pres
sure and heart disease.
Putting the recomnendations of
the two authorities together results
in the following list:
•Don't get fat. Stay lean.
• T.-invit you sugar intake and
your use of salt
.T.imit you intake of fats —
all kinds, saturated and
unsaturated
•Keep alcohol consumption to a
moderate level.

Include enough fiber in the
diet, choosing from whole
grains, fruits and vegetables,
nuts and seeds
Eat a balanced diet including
adequate amounts of vitamins
and minerals

I

It is not easy to get adequate
amounts of vitamins and minerals if
you eat much junk food. Junk food is
empty-calorie food. If you eat much
of that on top of the food you need
for protein, vitamins and minerals,
the average person will put on weight.
If you cut down on healthy food in
order to indulge in empty-calorie food you are not doing right by your body.
People who like to cook frcm
scratch find it easier to follow the
HEW recommendations. These people buy
cookbooks dealing with whole grains,
bread-making, beans and peas and
vegetable casseroles. People who eat
in restaurants or university food
services have to learn to pick and
choose. You can eat wisely by exer
cising good judgement.
That's why I talk about Survival
of the Fittest. It's your judgment
that will determine what goes into
your stomach. No one else can take
carp of your health as well as you
can.

to humans.
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Nuclear Shipments Endang
byMikeKadas
Last spring the Missoula City
Council voted 9-1 to pass a resolution
to draft and adopt an ordinance reg
ulating or banning the shipment of radio
active wastes through Missoula. Over
the summer, attorney Daniel Keromis and
Headwaters Alliance have gathered and
researched other city ordinances and
related information. The results of
this work should be turned over to the
city attorney in the form of an ordin
David J. Spear photo ance to be voted on by the City Council
,n Missoula on April 31, 1971,
in November. Headwaters Alliance plans
a box car carrying lowly en
a large public-information campaign
riched uranium was found to
and hopes to gather a large turnout
be on fire in the Burlington
when the ordinance is brought before
Northern switching yard. The
the City Council.
.Fire Department's first response was to
During the next three years more
move the car away from the population
than 2000 shipments of radioactive
center of downtown Missoula. Then,
wastes from the Three Mile Island (TMI)
acting on instructions from the Atomic
accident in Pennsylvania will pass
Energy Ccranission (AEC), water was
through Montana on Interstate Highways
sprayed in a "fog" on the fire.
In a
90 and 94. Their destination is the
chemical reaction involving the hot
Nuclear Engineering Corporation (NECO)
uranium and lead sheilding and water,
burial ground at Hanford. Approximate
hydrogen was released and also began
ly two shipments a day will travel
to bum. Spraying was stopped and a
through Missoula.
load of sand was shoveled on the fire
and doused with water. The process
was repeated until the fire was extin'
Federal records indicate that from 1974
guished, five hours after being init
ially reported. The release of radia-to 1978 there were 328 accidents involv
tion was minimal.
The greatest danger occured when,
ing radioactive substances and 118 re
on EAC instructions, water was sprayed
on the fire. Extended use of water
sulted in spillages.
could have caused the volatilization of
the uranium, spreading a cloud of radjoactive isotopes, in the air.
Presently, low level wastes
Cti June 14, 1974, near Galen,
(mostly contaminated gloves and tech
Montana, a train derailed. One of the
nicians suits, and irradiated water
derailed cars held a cask containing
which has been concentrated into sludge)
491 curies of plutonium, a substantial
are being transported. However, as
amount of the deadliest rad-inactive
water closer to the reactor core is
substance on earth. Safety personnel
concentrated and shipped, the radio
on the scene checked the area with
activity will rise—until the damaged,
ganma and beta radiation detection units.
highly irradiated fuel assemblies are
But plutonion is an alpha emi tier
shipped. If they are shipped.
and would not have registered on their
Washington's volatile Governor
instruments! If any plutonium had
Dixie Lee Ray closed the NECO burial
escaped, they would have contaminated
site on October 3rd. In the two days
themselves and all those who followed
prior to the closure, State Highway
them into the supposedly safe area.
Patrolpersons discovered two trucks
Last June while driving back to
hauling radioactive wastes to have
Missoula orf Highway 12, just south of
defective equipment and one truck with
Jerry Johnson Hot Springs some friends
a leaked pool of Cobalt-57 on the
and I noticed a truck with a radioactive
trailer floor.
materials placard pulled over. We step
Prior to the closure NECO had
ped and talked with the driver for half
contracted with Wah Chang -Corporation
an hour. His load was 131 curies of
of Albany, Oregon, to. allow at least
plutonium destined for Hanford Nuclear
60 shipments of radioactive sand in
Reservation in southeastern Washington.
open hopper cars covered only by a
He has stopped to cool his brakes after
tarp, to be buried at the NECO site.
coming down Lolo Pass.
Nuclear Regulatory Ccranission
Federal records indicate that
(NRC) regulations require that only
from 1974 to 1978 there were 328 acci
dry wastes be stored by NECO. State
dents involving radioactive substances
records shew that at least five truck
and 118 resulted in spillages. The
loads were dripping when they arrived
number of radioactive shipments in the
at the site. Enroute, water from the
U. S., and especially the Northwest, is
sands had slopped over the sides of
increasing. It has not gone unnoticed.
the hopper cars onto the highways.

Other shipments were found to
be dripping radioactive materials
when they arrived at tire site. When
asked if "leakers" arrived at the dump
as often as once every three months,
NECO's cheif safety officer at the site,
Dr. Tom Baer, answered, "That's a
reasonable guess."
Governor Ray, fanatically pronuclear and a former AEC Chairperson,

1
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has stated that the Hanford site will
open no sooner than Nov. 7. In the
meantime, facilities with 1 i mi ted
capacities for waste storage will feel
the squeeze. The two other ooranercial
low-level waste dorps in the United
States, Barnwell, S.C. and Beatty, Nev.,
have refused to accept any shipments
already routed for Hanford.
A report prepared for the Depart
ment of Transportation (DOT) predicts
that ccranercial sources will create 3.7
million cubic feet of low-level waste
in 1980 alone.
The three, ccranercial low-level
waste dorps in America are running out
of room. Barnwell will reach capacity in
in 1979. All low-level wastes from the
largely nuclear East and Midwest will

then be transported to the West for
disposal. Beattly will be full in 1984
and Hanford will reach capacity in 1988.
It is doubtful that TMI will be
the last nuclear accident in the united

Nuclear-Free Missoula
States. The shipment of more waste
material from accidents should be ex
pected. Couple that with the closure
of other waste dumps in the U. S. and
the number of low-level shipments
through Montana and Idaho may increase
dramatically.
High-level wastes are also a major
concern. For 25 years the government
and nuclear industry have premised a

•

David J. Spear photo
permanent solution for the storage of
radioactive wastes.
Though there are
still technical and geographical prob
lems, the basalt formations at Hanford
are likely to be that solution.
The 560 square-mi le reservation
is a vast military, commercial and ex
perimental nuclear center. Among its
credits are: 70 percent of the nation’s
radioactive wastes, eight mothballed and
one operating plutonian-producing
reactors, three ocranercial power reac
tors under construction, and the Fast
Flux Test Facility (FFTF), and experi
mental breeder reactor.
By 1993 there will be 40,000 tons
of spent fuel stored on site at reac
tors and at storage ponds. Existing
and planned reactors will be contri
buting another 3500 tons annually.
America may also store the spent fuel
of 56 foreign reactors.

Assumming Hanford were picked as
the national radioactive waste'reposi
tory and that the shipping of spent
fuel were spread over a 20 year period,
there would be over 2200 truck and
rail shipments of spent fuel to Hanford
every year from 1993 to 20]3. That
is over six a day, the large majority
coming from the East and Midwest through
through Montana and Idaho.
In June 1979, the last of six
rail shipments of fuel assemblies
went through Kalispell and Spokane en
route to Hanford. No local residents
were notified in advance of these high
ly radioactive shipments. The Depart
ment of Energy (DOE) gave conflicting
answers about the shipments, first
claiming they were classified national
security assemblies, and then saying
they were just low-level shipments.
It is difficult enough finding out
what is being shipped where, but when
the agency shipping it does not know?
Spent fuel is transported in
casks specially designed for strength
and to reduce radiation levels to
federally accepted standards.
In the
United States there are 16 such casks
used for the transportation of spent
fuel. Recently the NRC approved the
design for seven of these casks.
However, after they were built, none
of the casks were inspected. It was
later discovered that they were im
properly built—after they had been
used to ship spent fuel! Spent fuel
is so radioactive that a person with
in 20 feet of an unshielded spent fuel
assembly would receive a fatal dose
within seconds.
The Northwest has geographical
features peculiar to mountainous
areas. Mountain passes are inherently
more dangerous than flatlands. Add to
that poor visibility, roads covered
with snow and threatened by avalances,
and the chances of an accident obvious
ly increase. Spring floods frequent
ly wash out or undermine road and
railroad beds. Most roads run along

For the Children...
On November 7,1978 Mis
soula County, by Popular Vote,
became the largest locality to
be declared a "Nuclear Free
Zone."
On that day, citizens from
all walks of life took an im
portant step toward a safer,
more economically and politically sound energy future.
However, the proliferation of nuclear power and
weapons continues.
HELP spread the Nuclear Free concept and inspir
ation to others by wearing a Nuclear Free Missoula Tshirt. All proceeds go to a Nuclear Free future.
★★***★★★*♦******★♦★★
$6.00 available at
Freddy's Feed & Read
1221 Helen Avenue
Memory Bank
140 East Broadway

MISSOULA COUNTY
NUCLEAR FREE ZONE
river valleys. The tendency for any
accident that occurs will be for the
vehicle and cargo to roll down towards
the. river.
If there is a spill, a
complete clean up of the radioactive
materials washed down the mountain
stream will be inpossible.
As stated in "The Missoula
Valley Water Study," prepared by
Missoula County and the University
of Montana, "Where the Clark Fork
emerges from the Hell Gate and passes
through downtown Missoula, river
water is lost into the groundwater
system. This water ultimately emerges
at the surface again in the lower
Bitterrot or the Clark Fork below
Kelly Island if it is not withdrawn
by wells before then." Well water
used for drinking could be contaminated
if a spill happened upstream of Hell
Gate Canyon in the Clark Fork.
The Price Anderson Act set an
arbitrary limit of. $560 million on
insurance dealing with nuclear
accidents. A recent study completed
by Sandia Laboratories concluded
that a major release of spent fuel
in an urban area could cause dozens
of immediate deaths, hundreds of
radiation illnesses, thousands of
latent cancer fatalities and $700
million in decontamination costs and
loss of income.
There are no Federal laws on
routing, advance notification for
local officials or even any coordin
ated preparation for response to
accidents involving radioactive mat
erials.
New York City, in an effort to
protect itself from transportation
accidents, passed an ordinance reg
ulating the shipment of nuclear mat
erials. Brookhaven laboratories sued
to invalidate the ordinance on
grounds of Federal pre-emption. DOT
ruled that no pre-enption had taken
place since there were no Federal
laws to pre-empt!
DOT is currently working to
remedythat situation. The final
draft of new laws designed to effec
tively ban the right of coranunities
to ban radioactive shipments will be
finished this fall. The rules will
not go into effect for some time, so
coranunities wishing to safeguard them
selves with radioactive materials
transportation regulations should do
so soon.
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Northern Tier Gouges a Scar
by Terry Egenhoff
he Northern Tier Pipeline
seems to be bulldozing its
way closer to reality; a
42-inch diameter pipe buried
in a 1500-mile long, .75 to
90-feet-vri.de ditch reality. This
real ity would include oil tanker traf
fic ard an oil port on Washington's
Olympic Peninsula with an underwater
pipeline crossing Puget Sound. This
project crosses Montana, possibly
right next to Missoula, and terminates

in Minnesota.
There has been a great deal of
controversy lately concerning the
economic need for such a project. Is
there a large enough shortage of
crude oil to justify a project of
this size? Is enough crude avail
able on the West Coast to justify a
project of this size? Many analysts
have offered negative answers to
these questions but the debate con
tinues.
Alternatives to this massive
project have been suggested. They
include conservation, increased
utilization of Alaskan crude by
California refineries, continued and
irore efficient use of existing trans
portation systems, and exchanges of
crude with other countries. These
alternatives are non-structural
and minimize environmental inpacts.
But the Northern Tier Pipeline
continues to chum through the per
mit process. In the debate concern
ing this process, a great deal of
numbers are thrown about, both pro
and con; numbers concerning bene
fits, impacts, costs, need, supply,
oil spills, explosions, fares, and
on and on.
It sometimes becomes difficult
to see the qualitative biological
inpacts that this project will have
because the numbers are so thick.
One of the first biological
inpacts that this project would have
would be on the air. Any construction
activity contributes to air pol
lution through equipment exhaust
and dust raised during earthwork and
notion. While the Bureau of Land
Management dismissed these problems,
air-polluticn problems are predicted
for the oil port.
Oil-port activity releases into
the a-ir sulfur dioou.de, hydrocarbons,
nitrogen oxides, and particulates.
The BIM predicts that an oil port
in Port Angeles would violate the
Class I air standards for SO^ in the
Olympic National Park many times
each year.
Another inpact in this area,
and one of great concern, is the
effect of oil spills. Increased
tanker traffic, oil off-loading,
and pipelines near the Olympic
Peninsula are expected to cause oil
spills. Spills in this area are
grypprrted to drift east and north

into the Pudget Sound. Marine oil
spills are devastating to fish,
plant, and animal life in both
marine and estuarine environments.
Such damage could have wide ranging
and long-term effects on marine
life and fisheries for both Wash
ington and Canada.
Once chi the land, the pipeline
would have many detrimental effects
on wildlife, the first of which would
be the noise of construction activ
ities. Many animals will avoid this
activity and their habitat will there
by be reduced. Noise can increase the
stress on animals and reduce their
viability.
Noise will not go away when
construction is completed. Main
tenance and operation (including
punping stations) are noisy activit
ies.

The pipeline right-of-way and
access roads would increase motor
cycle and snowmobile access, hunting,
and harrassment of animals. This
will increase the stress experienced
by animals, especially in winter
months when the animals may already
experience severe stress.
Another adverse effect on wild
life would be the creation of bar
riers to travel. Where the pipeline
would traverse steep slopes, cut
and fill banks can make right-ofway crossings difficulty. An open
right-of-way in a forest can in
crease snow depth, thus creating
another barrier to travel.
In addition to these disturbances,
wildlife habitat would be destroyed
by clearing the pipeline right-of-*ay.
Where the pipeline goes through oldgrowth timber, species dependent on
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old growth would lose habitat. Any
where that the pipeline connects open
spaces in timber there will be a re
duction of edge affecting species
requiring that sort of habitat. These
two situations affect several species
of birds.
Big game could also suffer
habitat, destruction. Escape cover is
already considered undesirable lim
ited in sene areas of planned pipe
line construction. The pipeline would
worsen this situation. It could also
destroy thermal cover, which is very
important to elk populations in
winter ranges.
Habi tat reduction could affect
species on the threatened and endan
gered lists, including the bald eagle,
peregrine, falcon, grizzly bear, gray
wolf, kit fox, and black-footed
ferret.
Other biological impacts on
the land would involve vegetation.
The right-of-way covers approximately
10 acres per mile. The project pro
posal does not allow trees to grew on
the right-of-way. This will mean a
reduction in forest productivity
where the pipeline crosses forest.
How will the trees be kept off the
right-of-way? If herbicides are used,
there would be impacts on plants,
animals, and possibly humans in the

vicinity.
There would also be revegetation
problems where the pipeline crosses'
steep terrain and/or critical soils.
These problems have inpacts on water
sheds and fisheries.
Watershed and fisheries prob
lems would be encountered wherever
the pipeline crossed rivers or

Continued
streams. Conventional stream crossings
cause a great deal of sedimentation
during construction. Sedimentation
can suffocate fish and smother tlieir
eggs. Construction equipment often
leaks petroleum products, (e.g.
hydrolic fluid) in and around
streams. These fluids are toxic to
fish and other aquatic life.
Improperly designed and con
structed stream crossings cause
erosion and sedimentation, barriers
to travel and habitat alteration
(channelization, loss of cover, etc.).
These things all have negative impacts
on stream productivity and fisheries.
These problems are expected to
be very significant for the Northern
Tier Pipeline, just as they were and
are for the Trans Alaska Pipeline.
And then there is the problem
of oil spills. Spills in or near

streams could have disastrous
effects on the aquatic life. There
is no question of whether there will
be spills; only when, where, and hew
large spills will be.
If spills occur away frcm
streams, they can still contaminate
ground water. Many fractions of
crude oil are soluable in water.
Montana already has a rich history of
aquifer and well contamination
caused by petroleum product spills.
One more source of biological
inpact during pipeline construction
is hydrostatic testing. The pipe
line must tested for leaks by punping
water through it. Large volumes of
water must be extracted for this
task raising the possibility of de
watering streams and-raising their
tenperatures--- an unhealthy situation
for fish and other aquatic life.

As this water is moved through
the pipeline, it accumulates a var
iety of contaminants
including oil, grease, and dirt.
Depending on where and hew this water
is discharged, a variety of biolo
gical problems can result.
Obviously, there are an awful
lot of adverse biological inpacts
frcm a project like the Northern
Tier Pipeline. Some of these are
very inportant and others may not be.
Seme are short-term effects while
others are long ranging. Seme can be
corrected or avoided but some cannot
(or will not) be avoided.
It should be noted that many of
these problems have been and still
are significant problems an the Trans
Alaska Pipeline, even though exten
sive surveillance and mitigating tech
niques were used.

——The CMR: Wildlife Refuge or Cattle Ranch?-------------by Hank Fischer

needs must come first, it also states
that "excess forage" will be made
available to livestock. Between 1936
and 1976, the refuge was administered
jointly by the U. S. Bureau of Land

f local ranchers get their
way, the second largest
national wildlife refuge in
the continental united
Management and the U. S. Fish and
States could become one of
Wildlife Service. During that t-imef
northeastern Montana's biggest cattle
wildlife needs typically came in a
ranches. This threat was unveiled
distant second, and disgruntled con
in early September when grazing
servationists began to call the area
interests filed a lawsuit in U. S.
the
C. M. Russell National Cattle
District Court in Billings seeking to
Refuge.
make livestock grazing an equal or
higher priority than wildlife con
Displeased with the management
servation on the C. M. Russell
of the CMR, the Congress passed P.L.
National Wildlife Refuge.
94-223 in 1976 and gave the FWS sole
One of the most prestigious com
authority of the refuge with the dir
ective to devise a management plan
ponents of the entire 390-unit
National Wildlife Refuge System, the
that would finally give wildlife its
CMR encompasses more than 125 miles
Ue’
During September, the FWS con
of spectacular Missouri River breaks
ducted public meetings at eight dif
country, a real remnant of the old
ferent Montana towns. At one of the
West. The area teems with deer and
meetings, I posed this question to
antelope, and supports one of the
the FWS:
"if the refuge were run
very few wild prairie elk herds in
strictly as a cattle ranch, without
the entire country, visitors for
consideration for wildlife, how
tunate enough to see twenty or thirty
would the stocking rates differ from
of these magnificent animals swimming
the current conditions." I was
across the Missouri River are treated
surprised when the FWS official re
to a slice of Montana as Lewis and
sponded that cattle use would be re
Clark knew it.
duced on an average of 25 percent?
The refuge contains the entire
The refuge official was unable to say
spectrum of prairie wildlife, in
how much livestock grazing might be
cluding golden eagles, prairie dogs,
reduced if the area were properly
burrowing owls, badgers, sandhill
managed as a national wildlife refuge,
cranes and coyotes. No other Great
but said that the information would
Plains refuge or national park can
be available in the draft inpact
natch the CMR in size, beauty and
statement.
diversity, and someday—once its
•How does this fit into current
unique charms have been discoveredI—
FWS
policy
for managing refuges?
it could became as well known as some
Just this past sunnier, Secretary of
of our national parks.
the Interior Cecil Andrus approved
For now, however, the refuge has
final recommendations for the manage
low visibility, and powerful grazing
ment of the National Wildlife Refuge
interests strongly influence its
System, as prepared by Assistant
management.
The recently filed court
Secretary
Robert Herbst. Herbst
case is another battle in the long
noted that grazing was permissible
standing fight between cowmen and
on refuges, but only when it’s applied
conservationists that has been going
for the benefit of and it not harmful
an since the refuge was established
to
wildlife and wildlife habitat.
in 1936. Although the refuge charter
"Without exception," said Herbst,
specifically states that wildlife
"any economic uses of the National

I

Wildlife Refuge System must be demon
strably compatible with Service ob
jectives to preserve, protect and
enhance wildlife habitat."
Given this policy, it appears
that grazing interests are paddling
upstream in pursuing a legal route.
Some people feel that the lawsuit
filed by the livestock interests
against the FWS is simply a ploy to
intimidate the Service, so that it
will relax its efforts to control
grazing. The FWS has been under
intense pressure frcm both local
grazing interests and the Montana
Congressional delegation to keep
cattle grazing as a priority refuge
USG
That's where the issue stands
now. The FWS is in the final stages
of devising a master plan for the
refuge, with a draft environmental
impact statement currently scheduled
for completion by December 31, 1979.
Copies can be obtained from the CMR
Planning Team, Box 698, Lewistown,
MT 59457.
The Secretary of the Interior
needs to be reminded of the proper
role of grazing on refuges in general
and the CMR in particular. Write to
Secretary Andrus, Department of
Interior, Washington D.C., and tell
him that if there is any place in
the U. S. where wildlife should
oome first, it's on the national
wildlife refuges.
Don't forget—
they're your refuges.
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AS ARCO Drilling Imperils Grizzlies

by Hank Fischer

hile it* s been said that the
inmost dangerous place in the
■rjflkZ ] world is between a sow grizzly and her cubs, from the
grizzly’s point of view, it's
far worse to get caught between homo
sapiens and a dollar. Consider the
case of Chicago Peak in remote north
western Montana, where a small popula
tion of grizzlies has managed to sur
vive the assaults of mankind. Their
fortress is a 90,000 acre area we humans
know as the Cabinet Mountains Wilder
ness. Now hardrock mining exploration
for copper and silver threatens to
drive the big bears from this remnant
of their original range.
Although many people are outraged
to learn that hardrock mining is per
mitted in a designated wilderness, that's
not the issue. Regrettably, such activity
is completely legal, an unfortunate
compromise made when the Wilderness Act
was passed in 1964. The real issue oon»cerns the future of the Cabinet Mountains
grizzlies, a small population cut off
by civilization from healthy populations
in Glacier National Park and the Bob
Marshall Wilderness. So restricted is
this population that the Forest Service
estimates it may contain only 12 bears.
While the Cabinet Mountains are
the bears’ stronghold, they use a
large part of the surrounding Kootenai
National Forest. Because of their in
credible food intake (a large bear may
eat up to ninety pounds of food per

day), grizzlies require large areas in
which to roam. Available habitat for
bears in the Kootenai National Forest
has been severely reduced by reading,
logging, mining, subdivision and dams.
Particularly when viewed in the context
of all the other development taking
place in the surrounding National
Forest, this threat to the central
habitat looms especially large.
ASARCO, Inc. an international
mining company, has received permits
and begun drilling three to six explor
atory holes (to a depth of 1,400 feet)
to look for copper and silver in the
Chicago Peak area. ASARCO is no stranger
to northwestern Montana, as they have
another large mining project only thirty
miles further north of the Chicago Peak
exploration site.
Because Chicago Peak and the
Cabinet Mountains lie with Kootenai
National Forst, ASAROO needed to obtain
permits from the U. S. Forest Service.
In compliance with the Endangered Species
Act, the Forest Service called on the
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service for a
biological opinion on whether the ex
ploratory drilling would pose a threat
to the grizzly. Both the FWS and the
FS gave the project the green light in
August, 1979, and drilling began in
early September, amid protests from
conservationists.
The FS contends that the Mining
Law of 1972 directs it to permit mineral
entry into the National Forest, with
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out exception. The FS views its res
ponsibilities as one of minimizing
damage rather than deciding whether
drilling should occur. Under the
Mining Law, development of mineral
claims has precendence over other
land uses. The courts have never
ruled on a situation where exploration
and development of minerals might jeo
pardize an endangered species.
The fws received sharp criticism
for its biological opinion from inter
national grizzly expert Dr. Charles
Jonkel. Jonkel, who heads the Montana
Border Grizzly Project, termed the
opinion "very lacking", noting that
"management for grizzlies in the
Kootenai National Forest is woefully
inadequate and getting worse." Jonkel
chided the FWS for writing a biological
opinion that "presents evidence that
the grizzly is in an extremely pre
carious position in the Cabinet Wild
erness area but then authorizes the
project." Jonkel terms the Cabinet
grizzly population "very threatened
and an important 'fringe' population".
Jonkel suggested that one way
to counter the impacts caused by ASAROO
would be for the Forest Service to im
prove habitat for grizzlies in other
areas of the Kootenai National Forest.
He closed his comments on a pessimistic
note: "I see little hope for the
grizzly in this area."
I visited the drill site in Sep
tember and it's difficult to be opti
mistic. The drill sits in an alpine
meadow a few hundred feet below
Chicago Peak, and is manned twenty
hours a day. The noise from the
diesel engine of the drilling rig vras
very loud (it was impossible to talk
within thirty feet), and could be heard
from a considerable distance.
In
addition, helicopters came in at least
three times in the two hours I was
there, skimming low over the mountains.
But if we're serious about pro
tecting the grizzly—as the Endangered
Species Act says we are—then the prob
able impacts of such a development, and
its effects on the grizzly, must be
known. The minerals will most assuredly
remain in place,- and we have no silver
or copper crisis.
We need to urge the Forest
Service to examine all the development
in the grizzly's range when devising
grizzly management—not just the in
dividual project in question. Conser
vationists have repeatedly asked the
Forest Service to write an impact state
ment that would examine these cumula
tive impacts in northwestern Montana
not just on the grizzly, but on the
total environment.
Air your feelings to Secretary
of Agriculture Bob Bergland (Depax Imtnt
of Agri ml tune, Washington, DC 20250).
Let him know that the grizzly bear
deserves better protection in the
Kootenai National Forest.

Proposed FBI Charter
On October 25, William M. Kunstler,
America’s most controversial lawyer
spoke at the University of Montana. He
addressed the proposed FBI charter
which is presently in committee at the
Senate. One of the committee persons is
Senator Max Baucas of Montana. The
following article is a reprint ofan article
printed in Quash Magazine recently.
lie seated purpose of the proposed FBI Charter, which is
a now pending in Congress, is
to provide legislative protection against repetitions
criminal conduct.
Paradoxically, the
public impact of the revelations of
the Bureau's massive illegal and un
constitutional activities by the
Senate Select Conmittee to Study Gov
ernmental Operations with reference
to Intelligence Activities (Church .
Conmittee) has generated a document
which would, in effect, institution
alize and legalize many of the very
excesses it was purportedly designed
to prevent. Unfortunately, when the
Charter was unveiled by Director
William H. Webster at a news confer
ence on July 31, 1979, he was joined
by Senators Edward M. Kennedy and
Strom Thurmond, the chairperson and
ranking minority member of the Senate
Judiciary Caimittee respectively, Rep.
Peter Rodino, the chairperson of the
House Judiciary Committee, former At
torney General Griffin B. Bell, and
his successor Benjamin R. Civiletti,
in urging its swift passage in both
the House and the Senate.
Although Mr., Bell referred to the
Charter as "a contract between the
FBI and the American people," a close
look at its provisions reveals quite
the opposite. For example, even though
the Bureau's powers are expressly
limited to the investigation of "crimi
nal conduct," the latter term includes
"terrorist activity" (a non-federal
crime) which is defined as behavior
seeking to influence governmental
policy through a "violent act that is
dangerbus to human life or risks ser
ious bodily harm or that involves
aggravated property destruction..."
In effect, such an authori
i r>n would
permit the FBI to investigate politi
cal groups even without the oonmission
of a predicate crime.
Furthermore, the agency is expresly empowered to investigate the activ
ities of individuals or groups when
it acmes to the unilateral conclusion
that there is a "reasonable indication"
that they will engage in criminal con
duct.
Such vague and undefined lan
guage virtually sanctifies the FBI’s
past illegalities and opens the way
to their Chronic repetition on an
awesome scale.' During then Director
Clarence M. Kelly’s testimony before
the Church Conmittee, he made it quite
clear that the Bureau could "be expected
to depart from its traditional role...

Legalization ofIllegality

and take effective steps which are
needed to meet an imminent threat to
human life or property," a comment
that led the conmittee to observe that
the principle of illegal covert activ
ities "has not been rejected." The
proposed Charter uses almost the iden
tical language employed by Kelly to
prove that point.
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Indeed, the current draft not only
does not prohibit the use of the inves
tigative techniques condemned by Senator
Church as "intolerable in a democratic
society," but authorizes many of them,
without any external review. More
over, informants are still to be used
to infiltrate organizations and, with
Bureau approval, may participate in
criminal activities when deemed
necessary "to obtain irf format ion or
evidence.. .or prevent or avoid death
or serious bodily injury... " These
informants, whose identities would be
protected from disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act, can now
be recruited from the ranks of at
torneys, physicians, clergy, and mem
bers of the news media, despite their
"obligation or legal privilege of
confidentiality," as well as from more
traditional sources. Whatever the na
ture of their recruitment, informants
are not encouraged to refrain from
urging or provoking criminal conduct
as well as furnishing the tools and
knowledge required to entrap others
into oonmitting illegal acts.
Undercover agents, who may Msd
be used to infiltrate " a group under •.
investigation", are given more leeway ‘
than informants insofar as the ccnmis- 5;'

sion of criminal acts are concerned.->. ,

They are expressly authorized to break
the law in order:
(1J. to obtain in
formation or evidence necessary "for
paramount prosecution purposes"; (2)
to establish and maintain "credibility
or cower..."; or (3) to prevent or
avoid "death or serious bodily injury
or danger thereof to themselves or
• another." The granting of such carte
blanche to FBI personnel is to insiirp
the continuation of most of the abuses
uncovered by the Church Committee, and
to fly directly in the face of many of
the latter’s recommendations.
Another particularly frightening
aspect of the Charter is what is termed
a "civil investigative demand." The
FBI by the service of a mere request,
will be able to compel "third parties",
such as banking, telephone, credit
and insurance companies, to turn over
the records of persons or organizations
under investigation. Additionally, the
Bureau will be permitted to destroy
its records ten years after the com
pletion of an investigation, regardless
of whether any subject mentioned in
them has had the opportunity to ob
tain or examine them.
The Charter specifically states
that breaches of its provisions will
not create "a civil cause of action
against any officer, agent, or em
ployee or former officer, agent, or em
ployee of the United States Government."

Other than internal disciplinary ac
tion the only other penalty provided
for the punishment of those who vio
late its provisions is "a civil penalty
up to $5000" to be imposed, when con
sidered justified by the Director.
However, such a penalty can only be
exacted when there has been a finding
that the offender "intentionally use’(d)
any of the sensitive investigative
techniques" prohibited by the Charter.
When President Carter sent the
FBI Charter Act of 1979 to the Con
gress, he stated that "this Charter
strikes the proper balance between
assuring both that the civil rights
and liberties guaranteed to Americans
by our Constitution are protected and
that the FBI can fully pursue its
appropriate functions." While Mr.
Carter may fully subscribe to this
wholly desirable thesis, the legisla
tion he has so forcefully endorsed is,
in essence, a codification of what the
Bureau has been doing for decades and continues to do today - namely, the
taking of the law into its own hands
for what it considers to be the "great
er good" of the country. The Charter
does nothing more than to legitimize
what the Church Conmittee referred to .
as "a sophisticated vigilante operation aimed squarely at preventing
the exercise of First Amendment
rights of speech and association, on
the theory that preventing the growth <
of dangerous ideas would protect the H
national security and deter violena^.”’
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Dylan’s slow train travel
""

-by TERRY MESSMAN

"You may own guns, you may even
own tanks. You may be 9croebody's
landlord, you may even own a
bank. But you're gonna have to
serve somebody."
—Bob Dylan

ob Dylan has rediscovered and
reclaimed his true vocation
as a singer of awakening who
stings and galvanizes his aud
ience into confronting new
emotions. His new album burns with a
fiery intensity we haven't heard from
him in years and his new back-up band
rocks nearly as hard as The Band did
when it backed Dylan in the 1960's.
His new spirituality has brought
in its wake an inpassioned, outspoken
criticism of society that matches the
intensity of his earlier political
commitments: "You got gangsters in
power and lawbreakers making rules."
Dylan heaps scorn and stinging
denunciations on some of the most ven
erated institutions of our society.
And at the same time, he chanpions the
cause of outcasts, prisoners and the
starving, all those who Jesus called
"the least of my brethem." In one
outburst of outrage, Dylan condemns
the prison system, the treatment of
the mentally ill and the entire U.S.
medical establishment:
"You got innocent men in jail,
your insane asylums are filled.
You got unrighteous doctors dealing
drugs that will never cure your ills."
Like the open-eyed child who saw
that the emperor wasn’t wearing new
clothes, Dylan exposes the gross injus
tice of a capitalist economic system
that worships profits and doesn’t give
a damn about people: •
"People starving and thirsting,
grain elevators are bursting.
You know it costs more to store the
food than it did to get it."

Many have been too quick to jump
all over Dylan for his "regression
to a primitive form of cop-out Chris
tianity. In truth, Dylan is one of
the few soul survivors who is unwilling
to accept the absurdities and suffering
he sees all around him. Instead of
numbly watching all the counterculture
ideals fade away one by one or be cor
rupted and co-opted by the establish
ment, Dylan has unflinchingly faced a
harsh social reality: "There's so much
oppression I can't keep track of it
no more."
Dylan's new faith didn’t arise
from an escapist desire to hide in a
sickly-sweet cloud of religion that
preaches benign neglect of social prob
lems. It arose from the stark realiza
tion that all of the popular mystical
cults have failed to usher in a utopian
age of peace and liberation and that
all of the revolutionary political
movements have not led to an era of
individual freedom.
"They talk about a life of broth
erly love. Show me someone who knows
how to live it."
Dylan’s answer to this dilemma
isn't the sentimentalized version of
Christianity that worships gentle
Jesus meek and mild. That image is a
myth. Dylan’s album is about "the man
who came and died a criminal’s death,"
the man who was the victim of the most
famous political execution in history
because of his unrelenting opposition
to the power structure of his day.
Dylan reminds us that Christ's
mission of non-violence and love was
expressed through a complete rejection
of the established political order:
"Like a thief in the night, he will
replace wrong with right." j
Like a thief in the night, Christ
overturned respected social conventions,
overturned the tables of the money-

changers, drove out all those who
bought and sold in the temple and
called those wealthy profiteers "a den
of robbers." Christ was an outcast
who ate and drank with sinners, defen
ded prostitutes and was executed between
two robbers.
Dylan sings some of the most rad
ical lyrics of his career: "Man's ego
is inflated, his laws are outdated,
they don't apply no more." Those words
are a direct echo of the man who refused
to answer or compromise with Pilate,
the judge who sentenced him to death,
and who called the law-abiding Phar
isees hypocrites.
Many see Christianity as an ascetic
religion that denies sensuality with
a stem moral code. But Dylan has
written some of his most moving love
lyrics ever:
"You're my one, you're
ny delight. You're the lamp of my
soul girl. You torch up the night."
It is impossible to analyze what
drove Dylan to this conversion or to
fathom the inner depths that his new
faith arises from. One can only lis
ten and be moved by his eloquent de
scription of the despair he has felt
and the new strength and liberation
he has found:
"I don't mind the pain, don't mind
the driving rain. I kncw l.will
sustain, because I believe in you."
The driving rain has been a re
current image of bleakness and devas
tation for Dylan ever since hewrote
"A Hard Rain Is Going to Fail" in the
early ]$)60s. A few years, ago Dylan
saw blood on the tracks, but now he
sees a slow, train traveling those
tracks to a new spiritual home.
"I walked out on my own, a thou
sand miles from home. But I don't
feel alone because I believe in you."

The Sabine Production Co. vio
lated five Montana statutes by failing
to plug its 53 exploration holes in
Stillwater County. The company could
be fined almost $1 million. Such
violations could gradually suck the
life-blood from the dry southeastern
plains and jeapordize the water supply
of ranchers.
Miller reacts to such violations
by demanding a programstic Environ
mental Impact Statement which would
give the Legislature and the public a
chance to express their views about
the hazards and benefits of uranuim
mines.
A suit was recently filed against
the Kerr-McGee Corp, and the state
Board of Lands commissioners to stop
issuing new uranium exploration per
mits until the environmental inpacts
are studied. The suit was filed by
Friends of the Earth, Montana Wild

emess Association and Flathead
Citizens for Safe Energy."1
Headwaters Alliance, an anti-nu
clear group based in Missoula, wants *.
to go still farther. Spokesperson Jim
Lynch said Headwaters will try to pass
a ballot initiative that would place
an outright ban on uranium mining,
milling and reprocessing. The proposed
initiative would also prohibit the
disposal and storage of commercial
nuclear wastes and the disposal and
storage of radioactive mill tailings,
Lynch said.
Lynch said the initiative would
also prohibit in situ mining because
when uranium is leached out,' solutes
are left in evaporating ponds which
can expose the surroundings to radio
active contamination.
Lynch said the proposed state-wide
ban on uranium mining would easily
gain enough support and signatures to
Continued

Uranium Boom

Page4continued
These problems have invaded Mon
tana along with the invasion of the
uranium companies. Tom Rediske con
ducted a study for the Department of
Natural Resources and Conservation
which found "gross violations" of Mon
tana regulations, including inproperly
plugged well holes.
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Uranium Continued----- :----------

be placed on the November 1980 ballot.
Such a ban would hit the entire
nuclear power and nuclear weapons
industries at their crucial link.
Keeping uranium in the ground
would keep new nuclear reactors out
of operation and would eventually slow
the production of nuclear warheads.
Uranium is the mother's milk of the
nuclear fuel cycle and cutting off this
nourishment at its source would starve
the bloated nuclear program before it
reaches critical mass and begins consaning the global ecosystem.
Large energy corporations are
already consuming Montana lands. A
spokesperson for the Department of
State Lands said Kerr-McGee Corp, has
permits to drill 1,559 holes, most of
them in Carter County. The deep-shaft
holes cost $40,000 apiece and sometimes
penetrate to a depth of 2,000 feet.
Miller said, "It stands to reason that
the companies aren't risking $40,000
per hole if they don't expect to gain
substantial benefits."
State Lands Ocnmissioner Leo Berry
said Kerr-McGee is considering an un
derground uranium mine in Montana.
Underground mining is notorious for
s giving lung cancer to miners who inhale
the radon gas in the mines and for
* leaving acres of radioactive mill tail
ings near mine sites. Navaho Indians
who worked in Kerr-McGee uranium mines
in Red Rock, Arizona, have been steadily
dying of lung cancer and pulmonary
fibrosis. Kerr-McGee has steadfastly
refused to pay health benefits to its
farmer employees.
Exxon, the largest oil corporation
in the world, has the largest holdings

of Montana land, with more than 59,000
acres leased. Susan McAnally, of the
Department of State Lands, said Exxon
has exploratory permits to drill 291
holes in 12 Montana counties. Exxon
is already the fourth largest holder
of U.S. uranium reserves, ranks sixth
in uranium milling capacity and is one
of only eight corporations producing
nuclear fuel rods. With such an ex
pensive oaunitment to nuclear power,
it is small wonder that Exxon needs to
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ensure an abundant future uranium supply.
Other corporations exploring in
the state read like a Who's Who of
profiteering energy conglomerates.
Amoco can drill as many as 400 holes
in Carter County, Mobil Oil can drill
328 holes in Judith Basin and Powder
River counties, Conoco can drill ]70
holes in Jefferson and Mineral counties,
Anschutz Uranium Corp, can drill 240
holes in Carton County, Westinghouse
can drill 28 holes in Lincoln and
Sanders counties, and Anaconda Co. can
drill 18 holes in Broadwater and Jefferscn counties.
The list is nearly endless and so
are the holes and so is the potential
for environmental disruption.
Perhaps
not since the days of domination of
state lands and politics by the Anaoonda Co. have so many corporations
wanted to exploit sb much of Montana' s
resources at such a cost.

Page 7 Continued
Canpbell attempted to discover a
common factor among the women that
might possibly have led to their
miscarriages.
He had them answer an
11-question interview form he wrote.
Most of the questions inquired about
what the women ate and drank. But
nothing ever came of it. Canpbell
was not jumping to any conclusions
because he knew he could never prove
anything with the spare resources
available to him. Testing sanpies
of food, water or animal tissue
would have cost $94 each, Canpbell
said, and "Lake County doesn't have
the $94." Furthermore, state law
requires that sanpies to be used
for lab tests be collected by a cert
ified sanitarian, rather than by the
women themselves, he said. No sam
ples were ever collected.
Canpbell did not tell the
women so, but he doesn't think their
miscarriages stemmed from herbicidal
contamination because there is no
scientific way to prove it. Because
no formal oarplaints were filed with
the state, there has never been an
investigation.
"The real stinker," Canpbell
says, "is that with any animal under
stress, the (spontaneous) abortion
rate automatically goes up. But up
here (in Condon), there really isn't
the same stress factors as in,say,
factory abortion rates."
The irony, as Canpbell sees it,
is who wants the roadside spraying.
"Most people around there feel
there's no need to spray. They don't
like pesticides and that's why they're
up here. I have a hard time getting
same of them to take medin-ine.
"The people doing the spraying
think they're doing a good job. They
think they're saving taxpayers money
because mowers break down all the time.

The effects of many herbicides
such as 2,4-D on humans and animals
remain a mystery to researchers.
In
recent years, phenoxy herbicides,
especially 2,4,5-T and Silvex, close
cousins of 2,4-D but containing the
highly toxic dioxin contaminant TCDD,
have come under close scrutiny be
cause of the increasing number of
health problems attributed to them.
Sane researchers say these herbicides
do nothing more than what their man
ufacturers say they do—kill unwanted
plant growth. Other researchers
disagree.
"The nice democratic idea is
that one is innocent until proven
guilty," Charles Wurster, visiting
scientist at the National Cancer
Institute in Wash., D.C., recently
told the New York Timas.
"The fallacy
in the argument is that these are - ■
chemicals, not humans. Chemicals
are not innocent until proven guilty
because if (that's so), then people
are going to have to get tumors to
prove it guilty—and they, thereby,
lose their rights.
"In other words, if you confer
human rights an chemical, you can »
only do so by taking them away from
humans."
"It's a weird world. I think
about it sometimes," Sheri says.
"I'm not really sure I want to have
anymore kids. I would like to have
more kids, because I really like kids.
But on the other hand* I'm not sure
I want to bring them into this envi rm
ment. And that makes me mad.
It makes
me feel totally helpless. Something
I really want, knowing that they
could have a good existance as far as
the life we could give them, that we
ourselves could give them. But this
environment, I'm not sure it's right
to bring them into this."
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Bolt Weevils Page 5 Continued
Steve Doherty, of Montana's
Northern Plains Resource Council,
echoed these ccnplaints. he said in a
recent interview that the proposed
K’ntana power lines will be "ugly as
hell, disrupt irrigation, reduce
property values, and make it hard to
farm around them."
Doherty said Colstrip companies
have warned farmers to wear a chain
dangling from their pant legs when
they work near the lines to avoid
the risk of shocks. Though the mental
image of dangling chains is hilarious,
the farmers may begin to feel like
prisoners working on a chain gang.
It's certain that a 300-feet-wide
section of their land will be a perma
nent-prisoner of the utility corridor.
A Minnesota poll conducted this
year by the Minneapolis Tribune showed
63 percent of the public opposed to the
power line and an astonishing 50 per
cent supported breaking the law to
stop the line.
Doherty felt that Montana land
owners might have a similar reaction
to power lines gouging their lands.
"In America we've always used the
courts to vent our frustration," he

said.
"If you deny people the right
of judicial review and frustrate them
to the extent they did in Minnesota,
sure they're going to get mad."
Thomas Jefferson placed his hopes
for the future of American democracy on
small, self-sufficient farmers who
would have the independence and back
bone to resist the power structures
which oppose the will of the people.
A state-wide opinion survey
taken in August 1974, shows that
Colstrip powerline plans are clearly
not favored by most Montanans. The
survey, conducted by the Department
of Natural Resources and Conservation,
found "a general pattern of opposition
to high-voltage transmission lines."
Fully 62 percent of those polled
disapproved of lines located on their
personal property and 58 percent dis
approved of power lines anywhere,
even if they weren't built on their
property.
The Department of Natural Re
sources and Conservation released a
Draft Environmental Impact Statement
on the powerlines. The Draft EIS
reported that metal irrigation systems
L would be a shock hazard, especially
those putting out a solid stream of
water. Fences, metal roofs and
antennae would have to be grounded.

The Draft EIS also found that
cropland would be removed from pro
duction and that large farm machinery
can’t be used near the lines.
Landowners and farmers aren’t
the only ones affected by the utility
corridor. The Draft EIS reported,
"A relatively large proportion of the
transmission-line study area is excel
lent wildlife habitat. Several nega
tive effects of transmission lines
on wi 1H1 ife are well documented."
Vegetation damage or removal
"may permanently destroy the’ habitat
of several species," according to the
EIS. Construction operations can
permanently displace anintls from the
right of way and access roads along
much of the corridor would tear up
more land that the power lines them
selves.
The EIS noted that the herbicides
commonly used to control vegetation
along utility corridors could harm
wildlife and damage water quality.
Denuded vegetation and soil disrup
tion leads to erosion and the resulatnt stream siltation could disturb
the aquatic ecosystem and limit trout
reproduction.
Power lines inefficiently leak
energy in the very process of shipping
it out of state, polluting and endan
gering our health while they rip off
Montana's resources. Coal could be
shipped out of Montana on railroad
cars, creating jobs in an industry
desperate for business. Rail transport
would also avoid air and water pollution
at the power-generating plants in
Colstrip.
Montana has already done its share
by stripmining.
It shouldn't have to
further degrade its environment by
tbearing the burden of pollution for
the energy-consuming states—let them
set their own house on fire. What kind
of balance of trade is it where we
export electricity and import sulfur
dioxide, a barren scar running the
length of the state, and the littlestudied hazards of electromagnetic

radiation?
Near the end of the Draft EIS,
after pages and pages of dry statistics
and bureaucratic language, one of the
authors bursts into an eloquent, almost
poetic, defense of Montana's natural
beauty:
"Many persons will view the power
plants at Colstrip as ugly, obtrusive
symbols of man's arrogance in a land
of broad skies and pretty hills. To
deny aesthetic values in our environ
ment deprives us of some of our human-

"Less than 100 years ago, the
Colstrip area was inhabited by the
American Indian living a life free fre®
any domination. Less than 98 years
General Custer passed within a
few miles of Colstrip, huge machines
were tearing up the land, a tall plant
with flashing lights dominated the sky,
and plans were being made to bring more
changes to the land than had occurred

in millenia."
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